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Check back soon!
This will be updated as soon as venue configurations are verified. Technical production design
layout and fabrication brought to you by Set, Stage, Media-Mage, a Houston leader in liveproduction event consultation and execution. Set, Stage, Media-Mage will keep us up to date
on what to expect and we’ll update here with the information they provide us

Beta Sports
Super Smash Ultimate Championship I (series 1)
General Tournament Outline –
Singles (no teams), single elimination, 1 match total loss disqualification with the opportunity to
purchase a second life. For those who purchase a second life, double elimination, 2 match total loss
disqualification. No contestants will be allowed more than two life’s with the exception of potential life
prize giveaways. No contestant will be allowed to win more than one life prize giveaway.
There are tentative plans for a digital leaderboard so contestant and match progress can be easily
referenced throughout the event.
Matches will be played in rounds until every contestant within the round has had a chance to compete.
Once one round is over, the next round will begin. Depending on how many contestants purchase extra
life’s, the extra life contestants may have their own round. Contestant order will be chosen at random,
first come, first serve, alphabetically or any other fashion at the sole discretion of Beta Sports. Once Beta
Sports makes a final decision on the order of contestants or any other un answered metric here, it will
be promptly updated. Subscribe to our email list or follow us an any one of our social media links in
order to stay up to date on the latest tournament info.
As a contestant, you will be called to your station once it is time for your match. Unless you are playing a
match, you are free to watch the other contestants play from a respectful distance during the
tournament. There will also be plenty of other activities and games throughout the event so it will be
difficult to be idle.
As a contestant you need to be comfortable playing with a lot of noise and distraction. This is not a golf
tournament. We’re gearing our ambience towards lively crowd interactions. While we encourage a lively
attitude, make sure all your interaction conform to the Beta Sports Terms and Code of Conduct found on
the registration page of the Beta Sports website (www.betasports.net).
More updates to come! Stay tuned!
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